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Abstract—We propose a unified methodology for optimizing
IPv4 and IPv6 lookup engines based on the balanced range
tree (BRTree) architecture on FPGA. A general BRTree-based
IP lookup solution features one or more linear pipelines with a
large and complex design space. To allow fast exploration of the
design space, we develop a concise set of performance models to
characterize the tradeoffs among throughput, table size, lookup
latency, and resource requirement of the IP lookup engine. In
particular, a simple but realistic model of DDR3 memory is used
to accurately estimate the off-chip memory performance. The
models are then utilized by the proposed methodology to optimize
for high lookup rates, large prefix tables, and a fixed maximum
lookup latency, respectively. In our prototyping scenarios, a stateof-the-art FPGA could support (1) up to 24 M IPv6 prefixes
with 400 Mlps (million lookups per second); (2) up to 1.6 Blps
(billion lookups per second) with 1.1 M IPv4 prefixes; and (3)
up to 554 K IPv4 prefixes and 400 Mlps with a lookup latency
bounded in 400 ns. All our designs achieve 5.6x – 70x the energy
efficiency of TCAM, and have performance independent of the
prefix distribution.
Index Terms—IPv4, IPv6, IP lookup, FPGA

I. I NTRODUCTION
Designing a scalable IP lookup engine remains a challenging problem due to the longer prefix length, larger prefix table,
and higher lookup rate required by the growing Internet. IPv4
with 32-bit address length is running out of free address space;
IPv6 has been developed to overcome the address shortage
by extending the address length to 128 bits.1 The size of the
prefix tables in the Internet core routers continues to grow
exponentially at 1.13x (IPv4) and 1.64x (IPv6) per year.2
Furthermore, today’s data center and core routers need to
handle data traffic at 100 to 400 gigabits per second (Gbps);
with 64-byte packets, these data rates translate to IP lookup
rates of 200 to 800 million lookups per second (Mlps). The
higher IP lookup rate in turn requires a higher (random)
memory access rate to the large prefix tables.

* Supported by U.S. National Science Foundation under grant CCR-1018801.
** Participation sponsored by the Viterbi-India 2012 Program
1 The IPv6 Addressing Architecture (RFC 4291) specifies IPv6 unicast
address to consist of a (64-bit) subnet prefix followed by a (64-bit) interface
ID. However, an IPv4-embedded IPv6 address can have a longer-than-64 bits
routing prefix (RFC 6052).
2 Based on the number of active BGP entries since 2005 (IPv4) and 2007
(IPv6) obtained from the BGP Analysis Reports [1].

Various IP lookup architectures have been proposed in the
past with promising performance improvements. The range
tree architecture is found to scale well to both high lookup
rates and large prefix tables [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Stateof-the-art VLSI chips, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), can be built with massive amount of on-chip
and off-chip memory resources and allow the construction
of highly complex IP lookup solutions. On the other hand,
designing scalable IP lookup on VLSI / FPGA is complicated
by many design-time and run-time issues. First, the massive
on-chip and off-chip resources exhibit complex performance
tradeoffs, making optimizations difficult. Second, a robust IP
lookup engine should be evaluated with guaranteed worst-case
performance, making cache-based optimizations undesirable.
Third, the Internet is expected to evolve and expand in both
structure and composition; thus IP lookup should achieve
performance independent of network-specific statistics. Last,
realistic but simple models are needed to allow accurate
design-time exploration, particularly for the off-chip (DDR3)
memory access.
With these challenges in mind, we develop a unified optimization methodology for IPv4 and IPv6 lookup engines based
on the balanced range tree (BRTree) architecture on FPGA.
By modeling the architecture with various design parameters
and resource requirements in a concise set of equations, a
broad range of design tradeoffs and system performance can
be explored quickly and accurately at design time. To the best
of our knowledge, our work is the first to propose a unified
set of performance models for fast design space exploration
of IPv4 and IPv6 lookups on FPGA. In summary:
•

•

•

•

We propose a flexible BRTree pipeline architecture for
scalable IP lookup on FPGA. Both IPv4 and IPv6 are
supported with a unified set of design parameters.
We develop accurate resource and performance models
for the on-chip logic, memory, and off-chip DDR3 components used by the proposed architecture.
Using the performance models, we provide prototype
design scenarios for table size, lookup rate and latency,
under different performance requirements.
We evaluate the resulting IP lookup solutions on stateof-the-art FPGA.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

summarizes background and prior work. Section III describes
the BRTree pipeline architecture. Section IV details the performance models with various design parameters and resource
constraints, which are used in Section V to optimize three
prototype design scenarios. Section VI discusses performance
comparisons and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Related Work
A TCAM-based architecture for IPv4/v6 lookup is proposed
in [8], [9]. The TCAM-based IP lookup architecture does
not depend on prefix distribution and is easy to design, but
it is expensive and power-hungry as well. As an alternative
solution, algorithms for IPv6 lookup on FPGA have involved
trie-based, hash-based and tree-based approaches.
In trie-based approach [10], [11], [12], the path from the
trie root to each “match” node in the trie represents the bit
string of a prefix. In [11], compression is employed to remove
redundancy in trie nodes. In [12], only the next-hop bit map
and the offset value are stored in each node. In general, triebased lookup requires memory bandwidth proportional to the
prefix length. In hash-based approaches [13], [14], [15], [16],
hash functions or bloom filters are used to improve memory efficiency. In particular, the Concise Lookup Tables (CoLT) [17]
is a unified hash table-based architecture which handles both
IPv4 and IPv6 lookups simultaneously. The FlashTrie [15]
proposes a hash-based trie architecture for both high lookup
rate and large IPv4 and IPv6 prefix tables. However, these
architectures provide point solutions with various high level
assumptions on hardware resource and prefix distribution; as
such, it is more difficult to scale up their performance for
larger prefix table or longer prefix length (e.g. 64 or 128-bit
IPv6) given more available resources.
Various modifications of tree-based IP lookup schemes have
been developed. In [3], IP lookup is performed using a multiway range tree algorithm, which achieves a worst-case search
and update time of O(log N ). The range trie data-structure was
extended in [5] to support both LPM and incremental updates.
[6] introduces a recursive balanced multi-way range tree. A
different tree-based IP lookup architecture is developed in [7]
where specialized prefix matching and prefix partitioning are
employed to minimize the total memory requirement.
B. Range Tree-based IP Lookup
Range trees have been proposed as efficient and robust data
structures for storing and searching prefix tables [2], [4]. In a
range tree, each routing prefix is converted to a range in the
address space, where all overlapping ranges are “flattened” to
a set of subrange boundaries (SB). On average, each routing
prefix requires at least one and at most two SBs. A subrange
between any two adjacent SBs stores is identified by the nexthop information (NHI) of the longest prefix covering that
subrange. A balanced range tree (BRTree) is constructed from
the set of SBs and NHIs.
IP lookup with BRTree has robust size and throughput
performance. For any set of N prefixes, there are at least N +1

Figure 1: High-level architecture of the proposed scalable IP
lookup engine on FPGA.

and at most 2N flattened subranges. The height of the BRTree,
is at most log N . Both the memory space and the lookup time
of a BRTree depend only on the prefix table size N . Another
advantage of BRTree is its scalability to large tables and long
prefixes. The table size grows exponentially with tree levels,
while longer prefixes can be handled efficiently by wider key
comparison without issuing separate memory accesses.
III. S CALABLE IP L OOKUP A RCHITECTURE ON FPGA
A. Architecture Overview
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed
scalable IP lookup engine on FPGA. Specifically, the FPGA
serves as an offload engine for accelerating IP lookup with
large prefix tables. The engine consists of multiple parallel
pipelines. All pipelines can be used to lookup the same prefix
table, or each a different one, depending on the run-time performance requirement. Each pipeline receives commands and
returns results through a 40 Gbps Interlaken or Ethernet MAC
over 4x GTH transceivers. Each lookup command consists of
an 8-bit virtual table ID, a 32 or 64-bit IP address, and a 24-bit
local sequence number; each lookup result consists of a 16-bit
NHI and the local sequence number. The 40 Gbps serial I/O
supports up to 426 million IPv6 lookup commands per second.
In this paper, we focus on scaling and optimizing the
hachured part of Figure 1. Once a command is parsed, its
IP address is sent through the on-chip and off-chip stages
for pipelined BRTree lookup. The on-chip stages access successively larger distributed (distRAM) and block (BRAM)
memory on FPGA. For large prefix tables, the memory size of
the largest (last) few tree levels grows proportionally. Off-chip
DDR3 memories with customized scheduling for guaranteed
bandwidth are used for these levels (see Section III-C below).3
3 Theoretically, both SRAM and DRAM are valid technologies to be used
for the off-chip memory. In practice, DRAM is highly preferred, since it
consumes ~1/10 the power and costs ~1/100 the price per bit of SRAM.

Table I: Memories accessed by a BRTree pipeline.
Memory
types
Organization
Typical size

On-chip
distRAM
LUT-based
SRAM
4 ∼ 17 Mbits

On-chip
BRAM
Medium-sized
block SRAM
16 ∼ 66 Mbits

Off-chip
DRAM
Individual
DDR3 chips
1 ∼ 8 Gbits

Table I shows a summary of the three types of memories
accessed in the proposed architecture.
B. Balanced Range Tree Pipeline
We adopt the balanced range tree (BRTree) approach in
Section II-B as the basis of our IP lookup algorithm. The
BRTree is fully pipelined where every level is accessed from a
dedicated memory stage. With dual-port distRAM and BRAM,
up to 2K IP lookup operations can be issued to K BRTree
pipelines per clock cycle. Parallel DDR3 buses with replicated
data are used to achieve high read bandwidth from off-chip
DRAM, as to be discussed in Section III-C.
For simple prototyping, on-chip BRTree nodes are binary
only, although in general a higher node degree can be used.
Off-chip BRTree nodes are generally non-binary since every
DDR3 access involves a burst of 128 or 256 bits of data
transfer. An internal BRTree node stores one or more subrange
boundaries (SBs). A leaf BRTree node stores multiple (n ≥ 1)
SBs and (n + 1) next-hop information (NHIs).
The BRTree pipeline employs superpipelining, which further pipelines each stage in 4 cycles: (1) preparing local
address, (2) accessing local memory, (3) comparing returned
keys, and (4) multiplexing output to the next stage. Additional
FIFO buffers, as shown in Figure 1, are used in the offchip stages to cope with the longer DDR3 access latency. At
200 MHz, a 20-deep FIFO is sufficient for up to 100 ns of
DDR3 access latency.
C. Guaranteed DDR3 Access Rate
State-of-the-art DRAM (e.g. DDR3) achieves very high
maximum bandwidth but exhibits complex and addressdependent access behaviors. In many cases, the actual (random
access) bandwidth is significantly lower than the maximum
(sequential access) bandwidth. Our approach achieves a sustained access rate by (1) replicating the same data in all banks
within a DDR3 chips, and (2) accessing each bank according
to a simple but accurate DDR3 timing model.
Internally, a DDR3 chip is organized in 8 banks, each
composed of a large array of rows (n = 8K, 16K, 32K)
and columns (m = 1K, 2K). A fixed number of data bits
(w = 4, 8, 16) are located at every valid [bank, row, column]
address. This width determines the bus width of the DDR3
chip. In principle, every read or write to the DDR3 chip
initiates a burst of 8 sequential w-bit data.
Non-sequential DDR3 accesses are subject to mainly four
timing requirements. A row must be opened (activated) prior
to its access. It is fast to access an open row in the current bank
(tCCD ); it is slightly slower to activate and access a row in a

different bank (tRRD ); it is much slower to access a different
row in the same bank (tRC ), where the open row must be
closed (precharged) before any new one can be activated. In
addition, thermal and power restrictions require a minimum
tF AW for any 4 row activations. In summary [18]:
tCCD Minimum time between successive accesses to the
same bank and row, ' 5 ns.
tRRD Minimum time between successive row activations
to different banks, ' 7.5 ns.
tRC Minimum time between successive row activations
to the same bank, ' 50 ns.
tF AW Minimum time to perform 4 row activations in different banks, ' 40 ns.
Ideally, a maximum of 1/tCCD ' 200 Maccs/sec can be
achieved when successively accessing the same bank and
row. In practice, the worst-case access rate can be as low
as 1/tRC ' 20 Maccs/sec. One way to avoid the long tRC
delay between two successive accesses is to replicate the same
data in every bank and perform accesses to all 8 banks in a
round-robin fashion, where the maximum guaranteed DDR3
read rate can be described by the following formula:4


8
4
1
,
,
' 100 Maccs/sec
min
tRRD tRC tF AW
Using DDR3-1600 memory, each read can return up to
1600 M
100 M × w = 16w bits, which defines the maximum node
size of our BRTree levels in the DDR3 stages.
Note that these timing constraints affect the DDR3 access
throughput, while the latency between a DDR3 read/write
request and its response is usually much higher (up to 100 ns).
This fixed latency can be handled by buffering all pending
requests in a FIFO before their responses are received. Furthermore, the above access schedule trades off memory size
efficiency and write throughput for a higher guaranteed read
throughput. It is different from and not to be confused with the
scheduling made by a DDR3 controller which reorders access
requests to minimize the average memory latency.
IV. R ESOURCE AND P ERFORMANCE M ODELING
The performance of the BRTree pipeline can be described
by three main metrics: table size N , lookup rate R, and lookup
latency T . At design time, these performance metrics can be
modeled in three types of parameters: the problem specifications (which could also include the performance metrics
themselves), the BRTree design parameters, and the resource
usage and constraints.
A. Problem Specifications
N
R
T
b
h

No. prefixes in the prefix table.
Minimum lookup rate.
Maximum lookup latency.
No. bits per subrange boundary (SB).
No. bits per next-hop information (NHI).

4 In particular, all the timing constraints were not realistically considered in
[15], even though a similar bank replication was used.

N , R and T can be specified as performance requirements. In
practice, at least one and usually two of them are pre-defined,
leaving the other(s) to be optimized. State-of-the-art IP lookup
engines have N ≥ 1 Mpfx (million prefixes), R ≥ 200 Mlps
(million lookups per second), and T ≤ 1 us.
Both b and h are specified by the IP lookup problem. b is
32 for IPv4 and 64 (or 128) for IPv6. h is router dependent;
in our case, h = 16, but in general it can be as low as 8 and
as high as 36.
B. BRTree Design Parameters
K
MC
MD
L
Wdist
WB
WD

No. BRTree pipelines.
No. on-chip memory stages.
No. off-chip memory stages.
Degree of superpipelining.
Bits per access from distRAM.
Bits per access from BRAM.
Bits per access from DRAM.

The seven design parameters specify the “shape” of a BRTree
pipeline discussed in Section III-B. K is usually between 1 and
5; a very large K would produce a very wide multipipeline
with sub-optimal performance. In general, MC can be high
(10~20) due to the high on-chip memory bandwidth available
on FPGA; MD is limited by the number of available I/O pins
(see parameter d in the next section). In our design, L = 4
accounts for the number of clock cycles required for a packet
to go through the logic part of each stage.
Wdist can be flexible as it is supported by the fine-grain
look-up tables (LUTs) on FPGA. WB is usually a multiple of
36 (Virtex) or 40 (Stratix). WD is upper-bounded by 16w, w
is 8 or 16, as discussed in Section III-C.
C. Resource Usage and Constraints
sdist
sB
d
slast
fC
fD
tD

Total no. bits available in distRAM.
Total no. bits available in BRAM.
Total no. DDR3 data buses available.
Total no. bits available in the last DDR3 stage.
Clock rate of the on-chip pipeline.
Access rate of the DDR3 data bus.
Latency of each DDR3 access.

The largest Virtex 7 FPGA (XC7VX1140T) has sdist ≤
17 Mbits and sB ≤ 66 Mbits. The 1,100 user I/O pins on
the largest Virtex 7 package can support about 20 DDR3 data
buses; thus d ≤ 20. State-of-the-art DDR3 supports up to
8 Gbits per chip; thus slast ≤ 20 × 8 = 160 Gbits.
With a good superpipelined design, fC can be > 200 MHz.
Assuming DDR3-1600, fD = 100 Maccs/sec and tD ≤
100 ns, as discussed in Section III-C.
D. Performance Models
1) Table size: As discussed in Section III-B, each routing
prefix requires at most one NHI and two SBs. In other words,
2n pairs of [ SB, NHI ] can define at least n and at most 2n
routing prefixes.

Assume only on-chip memories are used. The maximum
table size N (per pipeline) is at least half the number of
[ SB, NHI ] pairs stored in the (sdist + sB ) /K memory size:
N≥

1 sdist + sB
×
, MD = 0
2
K (b + h)

(1)

Suppose MD ≥ 1 off-chip stage is used. The on-chip
memory can now hold up to NC = (sdist + sB ) /b SBs,
allowing access to NC + 1 (' NC ) nodes in the first offchip stage.
The
of leaf nodes is also limited by
m

l number
C
;
the
factor 1/8 is needed since data is
slast / 8WD 2f
fD
replicated in all 8 banks of each DDR3
l
m chip, as discussed
2fC
in Section III-C; another factor of fD data replication is
required in DDR3 to account for its access rate difference from
the (dual-port) on-chip memory. Therefore,


1
sdist + sB 0
slast
l
m  · v (2)
N≥
min 
N,
2fC
2K
b
8W
D

fD

where

MD −1
WD
+1
, MD ≥ 1
b


WD + b
v=
b+h

N0 =



(3)

N 0 is the factor by which the number of leaf nodes increases
with the MD − 1 additional off-chip stages; v is the number
of NHIs per leaf node. If a leaf node holds v − 1 SBs and v
D +b
NHIs, then WD ≥ (v − 1) b + vh and v ≤ Wb+h
.
2) Lookup rate: As discussed in Section III-A, the lookup
rate can be scaled up by instantiating K identical BRTree
pipelines on the FPGA. The maximum lookup rate of a Kway BRTree multipipeline is limited by both the on-chip and
off-chip memory access rates:


 
d
R = K · min 2fC ,
fD
(4)
KMD
The left and right terms inside the min (·) above calculate
the per-level on-chip and off-chip memory access rates per
pipeline, respectively. The on-chip memories are dual-ported.
There are bd/ (KMD )c DDR3 data buses per off-chip stage
per pipeline. To scale up the (read) access rate, the same set
of BRTree nodes are replicated to all the DDR3 data buses at
the same stage.
3) Lookup latency: The latency of the BRTree pipeline can
be estimated as follows:


L−1
L
+ MD ·
+ tD
(5)
T = MC ·
fC
fC
The first term on the right side describes the latency through
the MC on-chip memory stages, where each (superpipelined)
stage requires L cycles to traverse. The second term describes
the latency through the MD off-chip stages, where the 1-cycle
(out of L) memory access time is replaced by the DDR3 access
latency tD .

Goal
Table size
Lookup rate
Latency

Requirement
R ≥ 400 Mlps
N ≥ 1 Mpfx
T ≤ 550 ns

Optimize
max (N )
max (R)
max (N R)

b
64
32
32

h
16
16
16

Table III: Virtex 7 XC7VX1140T FLG1930 [19].
Logic
Slices
178,000

DistRAM
Kb
17,700

BRAM
Kb
67,680

User I/O
# pins
1,100

GTH
# serdes
24

240

30

200

25

160

20
Max. clock rate
Table size

120

15

80

10

40

5

0

0

M

V. P ROTOTYPE D ESIGN S CENARIOS
Using the performance models in the previous section, we
can quickly explore the design tradeoffs in our BRTree multipipeline architecture for various performance requirements and
resource constraints.
We demonstrate this process by optimizing an IP lookup
solution for three different prototype design scenarios summarized in Table II. We target the Virtex 7 XC7VX1140T
FPGA in the FLG1930 package; the resource specification of
the FPGA and the specific usage constraints to the prototype
scenarios are listed in Table III and Table IV, respectively.
The resulting design parameters and performance values are
summarized in Table V.
A. Case #1 — Maximize Table Size
1) Rationale: In Case #1, we design an IPv6 lookup engine
with at least 400 Mlps, while at the same time maximizing the
table size. The lookup rate, for example, would correspond to
‘the maximum packet rate of two 100 Gbps links.
2) Design process: According to Eq. (4) in Section IV, for
R ≥ 400 Mlps, both 2fC K and bd/ (KMD )c fD need to be ≥
400 MHz. With fC = 200 MHz, d = 20 and fD = 100 MHz,
we have K ≥ 1 and MD ≤ 5.
Let K = 1, where all on-chip memory is used for a single
BRTree pipeline. Assume sdist + sB ' 36 Mbits of on-chip
memory are actually utilized, providing access to 512K 64-bit
SBs.5 This can be implemented in on-chip memory as a 19level BRTree. The first 12 levels utilize 4095×64 ' 256 Kbits
of distRAM; the last 7 levels occupy 508K × 72 ' 35.7 Mbits
of BRAM.
To optimize for large table size, we shall also maximize
N 0 in Eq. (3) by employing as many off-chip stages (MD ) as
possible. With MD = 1, up to 512K nodes can be addressed

Table size (million preﬁxes)

Case
#1
#2
#3

Max. clock rate (MHz)

Table II: Design goals of the example scenarios.

=1
_D

3

2

=
_D

M

=
_D

M

Figure 2: Scalability in prefix table size.

in the first off-chip stage. To achieve the required lookup
rate, the same node data need to be replicated to R/fD = 4
independent DDR3 data buses. Each data bus needs to provide
access to at least 512K × 8WD = 1024 Mbits of memory,
which can be satisfied by a 1-Gbit
 DDR3-1600 chip.
With MD = 2 and WbD + 1 = 5, up to 512K × 52−1 =
2.5M nodes can be addressed in the second off-chip stage.
Again, the same node data need to be replicated to four
independent DDR3 data buses; each data bus needs to access
at least 2.5M × 8WD = 5 Gbits of memory, sufficed by an
8-Gbit DDR3-1600 chip.
It is possible to have a third off-chip stage, which could
potentially address up to 512K × 53−1 ' 12.5M nodes. Since
the largest DDR3 chip available today is 8 Gbits, which is
enough for only 8192M/ (8WD ) = 4M nodes, multiple DDR3
chips are needed to store all the nodes addressable in this
stage. We partition the 12 remaining DDR3 data buses into
four sets. The three buses in each set connect to three 8-Gbit
DDR3-1600 chips, respectively, providing access to up to 12M
nodes. The same node data are then replicated across all four
sets to achieve the required 400 Maccs/sec.
3) Results: Utilizing all 20 available DDR3 data
j busesk in
D +b
3 off-chip stages, a table size of N = 21 × 12M × Wb+h
=
24 Mpfx and a lookup rate of 400 Mlps can be achieved.
As shown in Figure 2, the clock rate remains at least
200 MHz when more off-chip DDR3 stages are utilized, allowing the table size to scale up significantly while sustaining
a high lookup rate.
B. Case #2 — Maximize Lookup Rate

5 Although

b = 64, BRAM widths on Virtex 7 are naturally 18-bit multiples,
making the smallest node 72 bits in BRAM. Thus 36M/72 = 512K.

Table IV: Resource constraints to the prototype scenarios.
sdist
<2
Mbits

sB
< 50
Mbits

slast
≤ 160
Gbits

d
≤ 20
buses

fC
200
MHz

fD
100
Maps

tD
100
ns

Note: There are over 17 Mbits distRAM and 66 Mbits BRAM on the target
FPGA. However, we utilize < 2 Mbits of distRAM for power consideration,
and reserve at least 16 Mbits BRAM for the serial I/O and DDR3 controllers.

1) Rationale: In Case #2, we design an IPv4 lookup engine
with a table size of at least 1 million prefixes, while at the same
time maximizing the lookup rate. This table size is over twice
as many as the number of BGP entries in the largest backbone
router today.
2) Design process: According to Eq. (1), using 52 Mbits
on-chip memory only, the IP lookup engine can access at most
52 Mbits/ (2 · (32 + 16) bits) ' 554K prefixes. This does not
meet the 1 Mpfx requirement even with only K = 1 pipeline.
Therefore, at least one off-chip stage is needed.

Table V: Design parameters and performance results of the prototype scenarios.
Case
#1
#2
#3

IP
v6
v4
v4

K
1
4
1

MC
19
19
20

MD
3
1
0

L
4
4
4

Wdist
64
32
32

Applying MD = 1 to Eq. (2), with N 0 = 1, v = 6,


1
52 Mbits 160 Gbits
N≥
min
,
· 6 ≥ 1M
2K
36
8 × 256 × 4
we get K < 4.33, or up to 4 pipelines can be constructed.
Then, applying K = 4 to Eq. (4), we find


 
20
· 100 MHz
R = 4 × min 2 · 200 MHz,
4
= 1600 Mlps
or a maximum lookup rate of 1.6 Blps can be achieved. Note
that the lookup rate is limited by the on-chip memory access
rate, as the left term inside the min (·) above.
Specifically, based on our performance models, the lookup
rate-optimized solution can be constructed as a 4-way multipipeline. Each pipeline utilizes 52 Mbits/4 = 13 Mbits of
on-chip memory for accessing 13M/36 ' 369K SBs.6 This
can be implemented as a 19-level BRTree whose last level is
incomplete with only 369K − 256K = 113K nodes (instead
of 256K nodes). In each pipeline, the first 12 levels of the
BRTree utilize 4095 × 32 ' 128 Kbits of distRAM; the
last 7 levels utilize 365K × 36 ' 12.8 Mbits of BRAM.
Each pipeline also employs one off-chip stage that connects
to 2fC /fD = 4 DDR3 data buses. Each data bus provides
access to 369K × 8WD = 738 Mbits of node data in a 1-Gbit
DDR3-1600 chip.
3) Results: In total, 16 off-chip DDR3 data buses are
utilized in one off-chip stage, achieving an aggregated lookup
rate of 1.6 Blps, and a table size of 21 × 369K × 6 ' 1.1M
IPv4 prefixes.
C. Case #3 — Guaranteed Lookup Latency
1) Rationale: One major concern in IP lookup is latency.
Specifically, while a packet header is going through the IP
lookup pipeline, the entire packet must be buffered in some
high-speed memory inside the main packet switch. Thus the
maximum lookup latency is usually a hard limit defined by
the offloading switch based on its buffer size limit.
In Case #3, we design an IP lookup pipeline with maximum
N × R and a guaranteed lookup latency of T ≤ 400 ns.
2) Design process: As shown in Eq. 5, with L = 4, fC =
200 MHz and tD = 100 ns, each on-chip stage would take
20 ns and off-chip stage 115 ns. There is only a finite way to
divide the 400 ns limit into on-chip and off-chip parts:
6 Again, we allocate 36 (instead of 32) bits per node because the BRAM
width is naturally a multiple of 18 bits.

WB
72
36
36

WD
256
256
256

N
24 Mpfx
1.1 Mpfx
554 Kpfx

R
400 Mlps
1.6 Blps
400 Mlps

T
725 ns
495 ns
400 ns


400 ns MC = 20, MD = 0




395 ns MC = 14, MD = 1
T =
390 ns MC = 8 , MD = 2




..

.
When setting MC = 20 and MD = 0, only the onchip memory are utilized. Similar to the initial discussion in
Section V-B, by using 52 Mbits on-chip memory, the BRTree
pipeline can have a table size of 554K prefixes and achieve a
lookup rate of 2fC = 400 Mlps.
When setting MC = 14 and MD = 1, one off-chip stage
is employed with up to 20 available DDR3 data buses. The
lookup rate R can be defined in Eq. 4 as:


 
20
× 100 MHz
R = K · min 2 × 200 MHz,
K
where K = 5 results in a maximum R = 2000 Mlps. The
5 pipelines implement 5x 14-level BRTrees in the on-chip
memory, providing access to total 5× 214 − 1 ' 80K nodes.
Replacing (sdist + sb ) /b with 80K and setting K = 5, N 0 = 1
and v = 6 in Eq. 2, we have N ≥ 48K prefixes.
Comparing the above two configurations, we find that while
adding an off-chip stage under the fixed 400 ns lookup latency
increases the lookup rate to 5x, it also reduces the table size
to 1/10 of the on-chip only configuration. Therefore, without
enumerating all possible configurations, we conclude that the
optimal design for Case #3 is to construct the IP lookup
pipeline with on-chip memory access only.
3) Results: With MC = 20 and MD = 0, a 20-level
BRTree pipeline with at least 554K prefixes (1108K nodes)
and achieving 400 Mlps can be constructed entirely in the onchip memory. The lookup pipeline can be traversed in 400 ns.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Implementation Detail
All the design experiments were conducted using Xilinx ISE
Design Suite 14.1, targeting Virtex 7 XC7VX1140T FPGA in
the FLG1930 package [19]. The BRTree pipeline architecture
is first modularized into individual design blocks; for each
design block, we specified the timing constraints and measured
the power consumption. Finally, all design blocks were merged
together as a complete design.
For the off-chip memory access, every two DDR3 data
buses share one command bus, multiplexed by the chip-select
signals. Up to 20 DDR3-1600 chips are connected via 20
data buses to the FPGA. As discussed in Section III-C, the
same data is replicated in all 8 banks inside each DDR3
chip; different banks are accessed in a round-robin fashion. A
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Figure 3: Supported IPv4/IPv6 table sizes.

Figure 4: Maximum IPv4/IPv6 lookup rates.

simple in-order pipelined scheduler is implemented to buffer
the read/write requests sent to the DDR3 chips before the
corresponding responses are returned. Since the read latency
is ~100 ns, a FIFO of depth 20 (at 200 MHz) is required
within the DDR3 scheduler. Each read access returns up to
MD = 256 bits of data.
As discussed in Section III-A, each BRTree pipeline employs 4x GTH transceivers to support up to 426 million lookup
commands (and responses) per second. We did not implement
these industry-standard PHY and MAC circuit blocks.7 8
Post place-and-route results are presented here for timing
reports. The “power” optimization option was used in both
synthesis and place-and-route settings; we used Xilinx ISE
Design Suite 14.1 XPower Analyzer to measure the worst-case
power usage after the place-and-route process. The BRTree
pipeline architecture does not make any assumption on the
prefix distribution, so no actual prefix table is necessary for a
fair evaluation of its performance.

Mbits BRAM on the Virtex 7 FPGA. The FlashTrie results
assumes only ~8.2 Mbits BRAM for a prefix table size of <
320K IPv6 prefixes. Unlike the BRTree pipeline architecture,
FlashTrie’s table size cannot be scaled up simply with more
BRAM resource; its BRAM usage depends on how a set of
hash functions perform on the particular set of prefixes.
2) Lookup rate: The lookup rate of software-based 4-bit
trie is scaled up linearly to a 2.4 GHz 8-core CPU. The
lookup rate of CoLT depends highly on the speed of the onchip memory (BRAM), which is revised to 500 MHz. The
lookup rates of both the Bloom filter and DPP results are
estimated with a 200 MHz clock rate, similar to our own
designs. The lookup rate of FlashTrie, in particular, is scaled
up by assuming 20 off-chip DDR3 data bus each supporting
100 Maccs/sec, the same assumption used by our BRTree
pipeline.9 Since each FlashTrie lookup engine requires two
off-chip memory accesses, a maximum lookup rate of 1 Blps
can be achieved, corresponding to 5 parallel FlashTrie engines
running at 200 MHz. For IPv6, the 5 FlashTrie engines would
utilize approximately 8.2 Mbits × b5/2c = 24.6 Mbits of
BRAM. The lookup rate is limited by the off-chip memory
access rate.
3) Power usage and energy efficiency: Figure 5 compares
the power requirement and energy efficiency of the three
prototype designs with a TCAM solution. The power usage
of all designs are plotted against the left y-axis. The energy
efficiency is computed as N ×R/P (table_size × lookup_rate /
power_usage), in unit of Maccs/Joule, and plotted against the
right y-axis of the graph (in log scale). The TCAM power
requirement is estimated using 4x state-of-the-art 20 Mbits
TCAM [21], each consuming 15W while running at 360 MHz.
We ignore the power consumed by the logic for managing the
TCAM access.
As shown in the figure, all of our prototype designs use less
power and achieve much higher (from 5.6x to over 70x) energy
efficiency than the TCAM-based solution. The difference is
more significant with a larger table size, where the BRTree
pipeline architecture scales up more efficiently than TCAM.

B. Comparison and analysis
The design parameters and performance results are summarized in Table V. The lookup rate and table size of our
three prototype designs are compared respectively with 4-bit
trie [10], CoLT [17], Bloom filters [20], DPP [7], FlashTrie
[15] and TCAM [8]. We scaled the results of all prior work
based on the current technology. The power performance of
our three designs are compared only with TCAM; other work
did not provide enough information for us to evaluate their
power usage fairly.
No comparison to prior work is made with respect to lookup
latency. To our knowledge, our work is the first one to provide
a design methodology which guarantees a maximum latency
for IP lookup on FPGA.
1) Table size: Figure 3 compares the table size of various
IP lookup engines. The software-based 4-bit trie assumes a
prefix table whose trie would fit completely inside the 4MB
L2 cache of a state-of-the-art multi-core processor. The CoLT,
Bloom filter and DPP-based results all assume using up to 60
7 http://www.xilinx.com/ipcenter/interlaken/interlaken_order.htm
8 http://www.altera.com/products/ip/iup/high-speed/m-alt-interlaken.html

9 While this is lower than the 200 Maccs/sec assumed in [15], based on the
modeling in Section III-C, we believe this is the more realistic constraint.
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Figure 5: Power comparison between our prototype designs
and TCAM.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a unified design methodology
for a scalable balanced range tree (BRTree) based IP lookup
architecture on FPGA. Concise and accurate resource and
performance models were developed to characterize the design tradeoffs of a scalable IPv4 or IPv6 lookup engine on
FPGA. Together with a simple but realistic off-chip DDR3
access model, a broad range of design parameters and system
performance could be quickly explored at design time. Three
prototype design scenarios were studied in detail to evaluate
their lookup rate, table size, latency and power performance.
For future work, the proposed performance models and
optimization methodology can be applied to other applications
with similar architectures. It can also be extended to handle
virtual lookup tables and to facilitate efficient dynamic prefix
updates.
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